
 

 

  

   
  

 

     Radix VISO Classroom Management 

A state-of-the-art classroom management solution that provides educators with the tools 
to facilitate efficient collaborative learning and safeguarding across all devices. 
Enrich your students’ learning experience and keep your finger on the classroom pulse.  

Main features 
 Share teacher or student screens with the class 
 Distribute content and share websites 
 Use multi-user whiteboard for collaborative learning  
 Respond silently to electronic “hand raises” 
 View thumbnails of students’ screens 
 Work alongside or remotely take control of screens 
 Keep students on-task and apply device usage policies 
 Lock screens to maximize attention and minimize distractions 
 Limit access by blacklisting and whitelisting websites and apps 
 Conduct surveys and quizzes 

 
And much more! 
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      Option full MDM capabilities such as: 

 Manage school-owned or BYOD devices 
 Provide one-on-one remote assistance 
 Distribute software and updates 
 Set geofence perimeters and triggers 
 Send messages and alerts to all devices 
 Create asset and usages reports 
 Create and enforce school policies 

Tools for IT and Sys Admins 

Available as: Cloud-based, on premise (offline), VR 
Command Center or VDI virtual classrooms. 

Cloud-based or Offline  

Start managing your classroom devices with Radix VISO 
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 Share screen between teacher and students 
 Bring one student's screen to the front 
 Set and coordinate all devices on one platform 
 Simultaneously launch apps and play, stop or 

skip videos for a synchronized experience 
 Permit, block or lock certain apps 
 Apply kiosk modes, policy and settings 
 Establish visual and vocal communication 
 Share interactive virtual whiteboards, 

websites, surveys and quizzes 
 Transfer and collect files simultaneously 

 

Built for collaboration 

With VISO Classroom Management, teachers can easily 
manage their class’s learning on school or BYOD devices, 
whether using tablets, iPads or laptops. 
Teachers can monitor student activities and evaluate 
performance in real-time, share any screen, provide 
individual or group assistance and implement 
collaborative learning methodologies. 

Take collaborative learning to the next level

VISO seamlessly and securely integrates tablets, 
laptops, Chromebooks, MACs, iPads, interactive 
touchscreens, VR headsets, smartphones and other 
devices with your existing teaching methodologies.  

 Enroll with Google Classroom / EMM 
 Support Apple DEP / VPP 
 Sync with Microsoft Active Directory 

 




